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S INCE I WAS A LITTLE BOY, I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN FASCI-
nated by money. I like more than what it can just buy me; more than
the wealth it gives; and more than the security money represents. You
see I like money, because for the past 25 years my job was to sell the

paper for secure documents such as stock certificates, bonds, passports, traveler
checks, coupons and yes, even currencies!

As you can imagine, that occupation allowed me to visit the most secure
printing plants, government installations, and sell my paper to the most unique
clients the world over. This short story involves one of my most memorable
experiences -- the creation of the One Million Euro Banknotable!

How I Made
Millions of Euros...for Fun!

By Bob Bednar

More than three years ago, I started thinking about the introduction of
the Euro and the effect these notes would have as Europe's first single curren-
cy. My interests were on the paper making and printing end of the
notes. Most European countries had currency printing plants
and security paper mills. The thought of one country mak-
ing the paper and one country printing the paper was
probably never considered because of the political
aspects of such a program. So this meant that the
paper made in a number of security paper mills
needed to match paper made in other mills exact-
ly. And the printing must also match exactly.
This would certainly be a most daunting task. But
that really wasn't my problem.

I wondered whether it would be possible for
someone to create a commemorative bank note
looking real enough to resemble the workmanship of
the notes to be issued by the Central bank. Most collec-
tors have seen so called "Fun" notes. Usually, these are
poor quality, poor paper, and photo-copy like in appearance.
The notes I was interested in producing to commemorate the intro-
duction of the Euro would have to be better than the fun notes, but not be
good enough to be confused with the real thing. My hope was that this would
create a new genre for collectors.
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Unity is the theme of the One Million
Euro commemorative's back.
Statement below the clasped hands
reads: "This certificate is backed and
secured only by confidence in the
European dream."

Could a lay person, collector, document security specialist, design a note
deserving of world currency status? Now, that was an interesting challenge.

I have often heard it said, that it's the paper which is the key. Paper is the
first thing one notices about any counterfeit bill. So if I wanted a really neat
looking note, that's where I would start by designing my own currency paper.

Having sold paper for more than 25 years, I felt more qualified than most
to design my own "bank note" paper. I knew about placing the fibers in the
paper, the mean double fold, the optical deadness of the paper stock, but the

thread as in U.S. currency
could prove a challenge. Few
paper mills have the ability to
insert threads into paper.

From my involvement in
document security seminars, I
knew of a company that makes
polyester thread. I arranged
for a meeting and I told them
about a special project to make
commemorative notes which I
would call "Banknotables."
These notes would be printed
like currency, have a multitude
of security features, look and
feel like real money, but I
wanted a security thread. And
I wanted a thread which had
some micro-printing, possibly
with magnetic ink, and an
invisible ink so that the thread
fluoresced when viewed under
ultra-violet light. I also want-
ed the thread to be colored
red. The company agreed to
make and sell me the thread.
Of course, I would have to buy
the minimum amount they
could produce. But now I had
my thread!

Now comes the easier
part you might say -- the paper. Out of hundreds of paper mills in the United
States, only one produces bank note paper with a thread. Every collector of
paper money knows them. I do too, and I knew they wouldn't appreciate my
project. So I went to a security paper mill I had worked with in the past, and
asked if they could make some paper using my thread. They had never tried to
put a thread in paper before.. .but they wanted an opportunity to do so.
Naturally, I would have to purchase the minimum amount of paper needed to
complete a run. So for a price, I had found my paper source.

Now about this time, I realized that my 25-plus years of selling security
paper legally, might place me in danger as a "counterfeiter." So at this point,
the really expensive part comes in -- the Attorney! I spent quite a bit of
money, researching whether the European Central Bank had any laws or regu-
lations which I might be breaking with my project. Attorneys in Europe and
the States could find no such provision preventing commemorative notes from
issuance. In fact to be certain, I even contacted the ECB myself. And while
they wouldn't respond at first, finally a reply was received suggesting I do not
"destroy the integrity" of the new Euro notes.
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I had to make sure that my design wouldn't look similar to theirs.
Finding some of their designs was easy because of the internet. The highest
note to be issued would be a 500 Euro with central themes. Now that I had my
paper, it was time for the designer. An old bank note friend suggested talented
young artist Christopher McCauley, formerly of American Bank Note
Company. A graduate of Tyler School of Art, Chris joined ABNCo as a junior
bank note designer in 1994.

Chris had gone through ABNCo's apprenticeship program in less that
four of its customary five years. While at American Bank Note, he designed
many collectible and security products, including more than 50 American
Commemorative panels on a
variety of stamp subjects for the
U.S. Postal Sevice, as well as
many stock certificates for the
New York Stock Exchange.

An award-winning painter,
Chris was looking for additional
outlets for his creativity. Chris
and I started designing the One
Million Euro Banknotable, so-
called because it would com-
memorate the notable historical
significance of the issuance of
Europe's first single currency;
and further my notes would look
and feel like real bank notes.

We both decided to com-
memorate all 15 member nations with the central theme of unity. We would
utilize color, normal bank note tricks such as micro-printing, front to back reg-
ister, fibers, and a few tricks known only to the bank note circle. Throughout
my career as a document security specialist, I had always designed security
paper with at least one feature "extra" and placed it in the paper on my own.
Banknotables would always contain those features.

Some of these security features were overt. These include: the visible
non-fluorescent bank note fibers; micro-printed, metalized security thread on a
security background; intaglio engraved printing process of the type used to
produce U.S. and other world currencies; front to back registration of images;
microline printing; and fine line
guilloche tints which are difficult
to copy or photograph with accu-
racy.

Other security features are
covert. They include: an invisible
fluorescent blue fiber that can be
seen only under ultraviolet light;
invisible fluorescent inks used in
printing; micro-printed security
thread with fluorescent dye; chem-
ically reactive to acids and caustic
agents which produce a colored
stain when tampered with; a pop
up VOID tint on the face of the note; and an invisible text message on the back
of the note that can only be viewed under ultraviolet light.

Chris and I included all these measures to thwart color copying and scan-
ning techniques, and incorporated them into the note's design. We also con-
sidered that since the paper of U.S. currency is bleached to remove print, we
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should be sensitive to a feature which could prevent that. That's the reason we
added full chemical sensitivity to our micro-printed threaded paper. Chemical
sensitivity is not used in bank note paper because bank notes are not altered to
change denomination. Chemically sensitive papers are utilized for passports,
licenses, tickets, checks, etc. Basically documents of some value, which can be
tampered with, need chemical sensitivity. What this means is that if the ink was
to be removed by bleach, alcohol or solvents, a stain would appear and ruin the
attempted alteration.

Well, what I have told you so far has been informative, hopefully. But
now I have to be a little vague ! Let's just say we found some presses, like an 8-
color Heidelberg, a De la Rue Giori engraving press, and a numbering press.
Printing took most of a week and we finally had our "One Million Euro

Banknotable." We printed the
minimum press run of about
170,000 of these commemorative
notes.

Some of the security fea-
tures in our notes have never
before been seen because they
were newly created by our design
techniques. If you have a One
Million Euro, note the "B" logo
imprint slightly on the left side of
the face. On the back side, the
"B" is backward. But when you
hold the note to the light, the
print disappears. This technique
was interesting to produce. At

first appearance the "B" looks like a watermark. Most artificial watermarks are
printed on by an oil or varnish. Our "B" is ink but in a controlled way to barely
appear. The "B" also fluoresces under ultra-violet light. We also used several
invisible inks of vaiying sensitivity to ultra-violet lights. While ultra-violet inks
are commercially available, we had our own colors privately made especially for
Naples Bank Note Company.

So final cost to produce my minimum Banknotable Commemorative?
About $90,000. Add packaging, legal fees, quality assurance and person-

nel...and it was quite costly!
Why would I spend so much money?
I wanted to take the opportunity to take commemorative notes to a dif-

ferent level. There had to be a way to inspire younger people to start collect-
ing. In my mind, I had hopes of doing just that!

Afterwards, if I wanted to do another commemorative, I knew how much
it would cost to design and print an issue. I had plenty of paper left, but I
needed a less costly way without sacrificing quality, feel, and security features.

Chris and I continued our research with copiers, presses, laser printers,
and scanners, etc. We now feel fortunate to have found a less expensive way to
produce the notes. All of our succeeding notes would be produced by laser.
The look and feel of our Banknotable commemoratives are good, if I do say so
myself, and make the notes seem authentic. We have also decided to hide hid-
den facts and figures about our subject into each design. This also preserves
the "notable" information which collectors desire. Upon examination of our
notes, one will find a number of security features to insure authenticity;
increase awareness of the subject; and add to the enjoyment of the notes.

In the last couple of years we have produced a variety of sports-themed,
commemorative, civic and personal notes for our customers.

For some of you who take their collecting of paper money seriously, I am
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certain that my notes may not measure up to your standards. However, I know
you can't please everybody all the time. My objective was to design collectible
"Fun" notes which can add to the enjoyment of the collector, and further edu-
cate those who like paper money as a hobby, to have some fun!

We introduced the One Million Euro in March of 2001. Real Euros
were introduced January 2002. Since the issuance of the Million Euro, we have
been contacted by some charities wishing to use bank notes in order to help
thank their donors and generate more funds for their charity. We are now
working with a number of organizations to issue bank note commemoratives.

So that's our story. I realize that our art form, the Banknotable, may not
be the cup of tea for all collectors, but they sure are a far cry quality wise, from
other "One Million Dollar" notes commonly seen in the hobby! So far, we
have designed more than two dozen notes for a variety of causes and helped
dozens of charities raise funds... But mostly we are still having "Fun"!
Note: The author was formerly Vice President for Document Security at
Atlantic Paper Company in King of Prussia, Pa. He is the founder and CEO of
the Naples Bank Note Company, whose mission is to help charities and organi-
zations become more successful in their fund raising.

A Partial Catalog of Naples Bank Note Company Banknotables
By Fred Reed
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Six Brave Firemen
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In time of need they are always there
So let it be said with a prayer
Thank you brave six for you have done
Now you six, you six are one.
Amen.
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---Richard Baratz
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